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CSWE Accreditation Standards
Core Competencies (10+1)
Professional Identity Research Based Practice

Ethical Practice Human Behavior

Critical Thinking Policy Practice

Diversity in Practice Practice Contexts

Human Rights and Social Justice Engage, Assess, Intervene, Evaluate

And Collaborative Teamwork

Source: Council on Social Work Education



Social Work Fieldwork Practicum
 Year long field practicum required in the bachelors and masters programs.

 Approximately 175 students per year in fieldwork placements.

 Placements in approximately 150 agencies in eight counties in Virginia and the 
District of Columbia. 



Portfolios for Reflective Learning
Integrates theory, practice, systems thinking, and meaning making.

Documents academic progress throughout the field practicum.

Demonstrates growth as a professional.

Foundation for a reflective professional practice.

Additional benefit:

Accreditation



Artifacts Support Professional 
Development
Social Histories

Case Study

Prior coursework assignments

Work completed in agency 
without identifying 
information (HIPAA)

Grant Proposals

Resource Manuals

Evaluation of work with 
individuals, group 

Community Project 
Description

Feedback from Supervisors

Organizational Analysis

Policies

Social Histories

Team Meeting summaries

Evaluating Your Own Practice 
(Scientific Methodology)

Process Recordings

Group Process recordings

Completed intakes

Research projects

Sample community marketing 
materials

Videos on relevant topics



Source: Pixabay



Source: Pixabay



PBWorks

Source: https://teachingthoughtfullearners.pbworks.com/w/page/19949446/FrontPage



PB Works Strengths and Weaknesses
Strengths Weaknesses

Easy to use interface. Intended to be a Wiki, not a Portfolio.

Fine control over access settings. Significant administrative work required to set 
student privacy and security settings.

Educators edition available through George Mason 
University. 

Inactive PBWorks accounts are removed after a 
period of time, though content can be archived.

Allows students to share and comment. Restricted design choices.

Online format allows faculty to check in on student 
progress.

Linking to artifacts and other pages is cumbersome.

No automated table of contents.

40 GB size limit.



Blackboard Portfolio



Blackboard Portfolio Strengths and 
Weaknesses
Strengths Weaknesses

Native portfolio tool. Cannot embed Kaltura video in the Portfolio.

No apparent size limit (yet). Restricted design choices.

Blackboard integration allows students to attach 
artifacts from Blackboard courses to the portfolio.

As with Blackboard, can time out after period of 
perceived inactivity.

Can be exported to HTML and uploaded to personal 
web hosting.

Submissions are a snapshot in time.

Automated table of contents.

Easy to use interface.

Students may share and comment on portfolios.

May generate an external URL for visitors to review.

Online format allows periodic faculty check-ins



Tips for Success
Include in your instructions a brief introduction to reflective learning, 

connecting the objectives of the assignment to the benefits of a reflective 
process.

Set clear and relevant expectations for content, organization, design, and use 
of multimedia elements.

Provide a clear rubric, a sample portfolio, and clear instructions including a 
step by step screencast on how to perform common tasks in portfolios.



Rubric: Reflective Writing
Criteria Beginning Emerging Competent Excellent

NARRATE Describe an event, experience or 

artifact using facts and feelings; 

provides relevant details 

Describes an event, experience or 

artifact clearly relevant terms; 

provides relevant details.

Describes an event, experience or 

artifact with clear and precise 

terms; provides selective details 

and facts.

Relates your practice or experience 

to your understanding of learning or 

social work theories.

ANALYZE Able to identify the strengths and 

weaknesses of an event, experience 

or artifact; connects artifact or 

experience to standards.

Gives insights into decision making; 

demonstrates awareness of social 

work issues; connects experience to 

prior knowledge, coursework and 

standards.

Able to analyze an event, 

experience or artifact, analyzes 

artifact and/or experience with 

insight; connects coursework, field 

experience, theory, and standards.

Demonstrates your ability to link 

coursework to your practice  

experience at an exceptional level.

SYNTHESIZE/JUDGE Able to clearly explain the quality of 

an experience, event, or artifact; 

gives insights and states reason for 

judgment.

Able to state what learning has 

occurred as a result of producing 

artifact.

Relates what was learned from 

artifact or experience to standards, 

theory, coursework and practice; 

indicates how artifact could be 

improved.

Demonstrates insight with examples 

as to how student learning has 

taken place or how you can build on 

this experience.

GOAL SETTING
Able to identify area(s) for future 

development and improvement.

Uses peer and faculty, field 

instructor input to plan future goals; 

able to plan both short and long 

term goals and  identify strategies 

needed to meet goals.

Able to assess growth over time and 

state future goals for becoming a 

professional social worker.

Demonstrate your ability to project 

future goals (short and long).

CRITICAL 

ASSESSMENT

Demonstrates very little ability to 

reflect personal opinion and feeling 

and more impersonality. 

Demonstrates some ability to 

highlight  personal opinions and 

feelings. 

Demonstrates personal insight and 

critical awareness of strengths and 

areas for growth competence.

Ability to demonstrate critical 

personal insight and awareness of  

competence and skill development.

Source: Dr. Molly Everett Davis, Dept. of Social Work, George Mason University, mdavi7@gmu.edu



Rubric: ePortfolio

Source: Dr. Molly Everett Davis, Dept. of Social Work, George Mason University, mdavi7@gmu.edu

Ratings Exemplary 9-10 Proficient 7-8 Partially Proficient 5-6 No Demonstration 4 –below

Technology 

Mechanics

Hyperlinks work, links clearly 

labeled.

Most hyperlinks work, links 

labeled, easy to navigate.

3-4 links don’t work, links not clear. Major navigation problems, links don’t work, 

not clear.

Selected Artifacts All artifacts chosen are clearly 

related to the competency and 

provide evidence of demonstration 

of the competency.

Most of the artifacts are 

clearly related to the 

competency and provide 

evidence of demonstration 

of competency.

Few artifacts are clearly related to the 

competency and provide evidence of 

demonstration of competency.

Artifacts are not related to the competency. 

Difficult to understand rationale for inclusion.

Reflections Reflections clearly describe 

evidence  and relevance of the 

artifacts to the competency and link 

to professional development.

Most of the reflection 

describes how artifact 

provides evidence of the 

competency and 

professional development.

A little part of the reflection describes 

how the artifact provides evidence of 

the competency and professional 

development.

Reflection does not describe how the artifact 

provides evidence of the competency and 

professional development.

Creativity and 

Multimedia

All of the multimedia helps to 

create interest  and enhance the 

document including use of clip art 

and graphics.

Most of the multimedia 

reflect and enhances the 

document including clip art 

and graphics.

A little of the portfolio reflects 

multimedia and  somewhat enhances 

the document.

The multimedia distracts from the content.

Organization and 

Captions

Each artifact is clearly labeled and is 

easy to follow. Fonts and headings 

are appropriate. Easily read.

Most of the captions and 

organizational layout are 

good. Fonts and headings 

are somewhat clear but not 

always easily read.

A small amount of captions are present 

and the organizational layout is 

average. Fonts and headings are not 

clear and not easily read. 

No captions are clearly identified.

Poorly organized.



Questions?


